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Asia Minor in the Long Sixth Century. Current Research and Future Directions. Edited by Ine Jacobs & Hugh
Elton. 17 x 24 cm. viii þ 245 pp, 80 colour and b&w pls and figs, 5 tables. Oxford & Philadelphia:
Oxbow Books, 2019. ISBN 978-1-78925-007-7. Price: £38.00 pb.

This very informative and well-illustrated volume offers much to scholars of Late Antiquity,
particularly regarding the mechanics, rates and character of change in both urban and rural con-
texts. Twelve papers (primarily archaeological) explore Asia Minor, one of the most prosperous
regions of the East Roman/Byzantine Empire, displaying growing material data for assessment,
but with issues of removal of evidence by older excavations, biases towards church structures and
problems in close dating (eg due to epigraphic loss, reduced imported ceramics). Overall, cities,
populations and rural life endure well into the 6th century (some contributors discuss the bubonic
plague of the 540s on), breaking down in the 7th, but even then with efforts to retain order (as
after Persian assaults at Aphrodisias in the 610s); but emphases change, with investment more in
churches, walls, baths and central streets, and in growing use of spolia. Authors survey regions (cit-
ies in western and southern Asia Minor — Jeffrey and Commito respectively; landscapes in the
south — Elton; north-eastern frontiers — Intagliata), specific cities and territories (Aphrodisias —
Wilson; Constantinople — Crow; Assos — B€ohlendorf-Arslan; Sinope — Doonan) or connecting
themes (display and reuse of statuary at Sagalassos — Jacobs; housing — Uytterhoeven; eco-
nomic trajectories — Terpoy; ecclesiastical power, as revealed via hagiography — Rizos).

Studi sulla circolazione del mosaico in area nord-adriatica. (Studia Artium Mediaevalium Brunensia 9). Edited
by Valentina Cantone, with Kl�ara Dole�zalov�a. 17 x 24 cm. 128 pp, 50 b&w pls and figs, 1 table.
Rome: Viella, 2019. ISBN 978-88-3313-215-0. Price: e35.00 pb.

This set of five papers (plus editorial introduction) explores mosaic display in 4th- to 6th-
century NE Italy (but drawing in evidence from Milan and Rome) to question materials and
modes of production as well as iconographical connections. Contributions are a mix of archaeo-
metrists analysing the actual tesserae (Silvestri et al on glass, colours and pigments from contexts
in Vicenza and Padua); art historians and archaeologists questioning materials and specific out-
puts (Chinni and Frantov�a both consider production and possible furnaces at Classe, serving
imperial to Byantine Ravenna as well as churches in the port-city itself, asking how far tesserae
were recycled glass and how far multiply-sourced); and art historians debating iconographic influ-
ences (Carile links Ravenna’s mid-5th-century Neonian baptistery to imperial displays at
Thessaloniki’s Rotunda) and workshops (Foletti connects Milanese mosaics at Sant’Aquilino to
Rome and argues for a direct movement of artists and workmen from Rome, but with later shift
of such to Ravenna). All interesting papers, but a shame that none were supported by col-
our images.

City of Saints. Rebuilding Rome in the Early Middle Ages. (The Middle Ages Series). By Maya Maskarinec.
19 x 26 cm. ix þ 290 pp, 21 colour pls, 33 b&w pls and figs. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2018. ISBN 978-0-8122-5008-4. Price: $55.00 hb.

A clever and very readable exploration of a significant period in Rome’s ecclesiastical and
topographical history, spanning Byzantine, papal and Frankish input and influences (6th to 9th
centuries). The book title does not highlight one core focus, namely the importation and
‘naturalisation’ of eastern saints and cults (all enumerated in Appendix 1), which are explored
through looking to the diverse people involved in installing and cultivating these cults, whether
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monks, Byzantine officials (civil and military), pilgrims, aristocrats or popes. Multiple churches
(and their communities) are covered, including S Giorgio al Velabro, S Nicola in Carcere and SS
Bonifacio e Alessio, with hagiographies, inscriptions and mosaics as key sources (artworks are well
illustrated; few church plans are given). More locally imported saints and relics are covered too
(eg St Caesarius from Terracina), plus Rome’s own martyrs and episcopal stars, these gathered as
‘collectivities of sanctity’ in the principal papal complexes, but portrayed also in the stunning
fresco cycle of S Maria Antiqua in the old Forum. The end chapter neatly examines how
‘Carolingian appropriation shaped, and often magnified, Roman sanctity’.
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